NOTE:

WIRE - NO. 12 AND THAN STRANDED COPPER REQUIRED FROM DISCONNECT CABINET TO LUMINAIRES.

SPLICE CONNECTIONS PERMITTED IN STL MEMBERS AT HANDHOLES ONLY.

TYPICAL SIGN STRUCTURE LUMINAIRES
CONDUIT ATTACHMENT DETAIL

EXTRUDED SIGN PANEL

LOWER STRUCTURE CHORD

11'-6'' MOUNTING HEIGHT

2" PC CONDUIT

4" X 6" REINFORCED HANDHOLE WITH COVER

WATERPROOF SPLICE KITS REQUIRED

2" IPS CONDUIT

BASE PLATE

GROUND LUG

4 1/2" X 6" REINFORCED HANDHOLE WITH COVER

LOWE STRUCTURE CHORD

NOTE:

SPLICE CONNECTIONS PERMITTED IN STL MEMBERS AT HANDHOLES ONLY.

TYPICAL DETAIL OVERHEAD SIGN STRUCTURE
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NOTE:

WIRE - NO. 12 AND THAN STRANDED COPPER REQUIRED FROM DISCONNECT CABINET TO LUMINAIRES.

SPLICE CONNECTIONS PERMITTED IN STL MEMBERS AT HANDHOLES ONLY.

TYPICAL SIGN STRUCTURE LUMINAIRES
CONDUIT ATTACHMENT DETAIL

EXTRUDED SIGN PANEL

LOWER STRUCTURE CHORD

11'-6'' MOUNTING HEIGHT
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4" X 6" REINFORCED HANDHOLE WITH COVER

WATERPROOF SPLICE KITS REQUIRED

2" IPS CONDUIT

BASE PLATE

GROUND LUG

4 1/2" X 6" REINFORCED HANDHOLE WITH COVER

LOWEST STRUCTURE CHORD

NOTE:

SPLICE CONNECTIONS PERMITTED IN STL MEMBERS AT HANDHOLES ONLY.
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